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List of A-z movies. Full list of all Italian and international titles. Archive of films released in the cinema or released from 1893 to the present day with trailers, articles, articles, casts, photos and reviews. Information This site or the third-party tools it uses are cookies that are necessary for work and useful for purposes illustrated in cookie policy. If you want to know more or refuse to
consent to all or some cookies, please consult with the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view it in a different way, you agree to use cookies. More info : Artie and Jim Mitchell Screenplay: Artie Mitchell Photography and editing: John Fontana Music: Daniel Le Blanc USA, 1972 - - Duration: 72' Starring: Marin
Chambers, Johnny Keys, George S. McDonald, Eizabet Knowles, Jank Levine, Tony Atatell, Ben Davidson (USA): December 17, 1972 Dream. Plot: the girl was kidnapped and began to enjoy sex. Freed, the experience allows her to establish a more mature relationship with her partner. The entrance to the theatre of pleasure (a kind of huge orgy) passes through the green door,
hence the name. The main character then takes the scene and starts (cage, scene with black ations,...), while around it in the stall there are bodies of all kinds (beautiful, ugly, fat, straight, gay,..). The result is paradoxical, hyperrealistic and paroxystic, at the same time it is a fascinating and hypnotic film. Basically no dialogue. The two hippies give their own interpretation of the
sexual revolution of the 70s, perhaps in a somewhat masculine way. The visual impact is extraordinary. Note that the main character was known nationally for advertising children's goods! V.C. Marilyn Chambers, Onstage film Behind the Green Door, Mitchell Fratelli Film Group, 1972 Image ID: DF45F7 Size: 3916 x 4587 px 33.2 x 38.8 cm 13.1 x 15.3 inches 300dpi Photographer:
JT Vintage Acquisition Date: August 1, 1972 Available only for editorial use. Contact for any commercial use or personal use. Presentation and newsletter No. 9.99 Editorial website No 29.99 Choose from the license options listed below, to know the price 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 2 1 22 23 24 25 25 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 Gen Feb Mar Apr Giu Lug Ago Set
Ott Nov Dic 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 Offer your review You want to collaborate with us? If you agree with our vote, send us your feedback: if we confirm it, join LongTake! Follow the structure of our short plot followed by judgment of up to 2,000 characters. REGISTER or LOGON send us your feedback. Image not available for color: Behind the green doorMarilin Chambers in a
scene from the filmRehind Green Door Country produced by State of America Year1972 Duration72 min GenreRepnographic RegiaArtie Mitchell (Jim Mitchell ScreenplayArtie Mitchell PhotographyArtie Mitchell PhotographyJon FontanaJon Fontana MusicheDaniel Le Blanc Translators and characters Marilyn Chambers: Gloria Johnny Kee : Dudley Tony Attell: Ben Davidson:
Adrienne Mitchell: Prostitute Dana Fuller: Chef Dale Meador: Hotel employee Jim Mitchell : Kidnapper number 1 Artie Mitchell: Kidnapper number 2 Mike Bradford: Bunny Brody Parker: Tony Royal: Behind the Green Door is a 1972 American pornographic film starring Marilyn Chambers. The film, one of the first to be widely distributed in cinemas, is now considered a vintage
hardcore classic. This is the first regular film in the United States. It is also the first feature film directed by the Mitchell brothers, famously a pair of tough directors and producers, and the debut film by Marilyn Chambers. The theme of this story is an adaptation of the story of an anonymous person who has been circulating in the environment for several years. The title of the original
film in the language, Behind the Green Door, is a reference to the 1956 play Green Door, written by Bob Davis and Marvin Moore, which at that time was a rather successful hit. The plot of the story begins inside the restaurant bar, where the chef asks two truckers to tell him the green door story. In the memoirs we see a young and beautiful Gloria (Marilyn Chambers), who is
kidnapped and kidnapped in a red-light club, where she is put on stage and forced to copulate with several partners in front of an audience that watches her. Gloria at first seems recalcitrant, but then begins to let go and feel pleasure. The first man to meet her is an influential black man (boxer Johnny Keays) who soon owns it. (This scene likely makes Behind the Green Door the
first American film that features unsympathetic interracial sex scenes). After that, Gloria had sex with several other men. The audience, watching the stage, begin to get excited, and the audience begins to copy each other together. The final scene of ejaculation on Gloria's face is filmed in slow motion and with an abundance of psychedelic lights, and has an abnormal duration of
almost seven minutes. Impact Along with Deep Throat, released in the same year, the film began the Golden Age of, the golden age of hard movies. Filmed with a budget of $60,000, the film has collected more 1 million dollars for the first week, and it came in a total of about 25 million total revenue. The film was one of the most notable commercial successes of the 1970s, along
with Deep Throat and Miss Jones, and was also shown at the Cannes Film Festival. Marilyn Chambers same theme in detail: Marilyn Chambers. The cameras were still relatively unknown at the time; however, the film made her a star. Just before the film's release, it was sponsored in various advertisements, such as the liquid soap Procter and Gamble Ivory, recently emerged as
a model holding a child for the Ivory Snow detergent. The product was sold under the motto clean 99 and 44/100%. The Mitchell brothers saw this as a great opportunity to advertise themselves and distributed leaflets for a film in which Chambers was described as unclean at 99 and 44/100%. After the film's release, the advertising industry was shocked, and P'G recalled all Ivory
Snow products and promotional materials that included Chambers' image, contributing to the hype surrounding the film. Later Procter and Gamble did not trust all their advertising agencies, using any model to advertise their products. Marilyn Chambers' image became so popular thanks to the ivory scandal that it helped sell tickets for Beyond the Green Door and led to several
jokes and lookalikes on American television talk shows of the time. Critics have since debated whether Chambers had orgasms during her sex scenes or whether she only imitated. Criticism of the film received positive reviews from unfeasible magazines and the media in general. According to critic Peter Michelson, there is a small group of films, such as Deep Throat, The Devil in
Miss Jones, and Behind the Green Door, which have a minimal but sufficient artistic interest that sets them apart from everyone else. Beyond the Green Door was the second film to be inducted into the XRCO Hall of Fame, after Deep Throat. References in popular culture Images taken from Behind the Green Door (none of which shows sex scenes or nudity) are shown in
America's Craziest Race, in a scene where Jackie Chan's character sees the film inside his super-unseacited car, and eventually leads to an accident. The 2000 film starring Charlie Sheen and Emilio Estevez with X rating: The True Story of the Kings of American, which is based on the story of the James brothers with Artie Mitchell, shows the staging, the first and distribution of
Beyond the Green Door. Mentioned in the television series California (episode 3.07). In the song Hooks in You Maiden, presente un riferimento al film nelle prime strofe del testo. Shakin' Stevens ebbe il suo primo numero 1 in classifica grazie al brano Green Door, interpret anche da Frankie Vaughan. Nella comedy maud, il film viene menzionato nell'episodio della tormented
stagione nostalgia party, come pellicola molto popolare all'epoca. La band death metal statunitense Dislimb pubblic una canzone dal titolo outside the green door all'interno dell'EP Bleeding Anxiety del 2002. La band Lake Tears pubblic il Brano For Green Door nell'album Illwill del 2011. Nel movie SAW: Hardcore XXX Parody, Ron Jeremy Afferma di Aver recitato in Ditro la Porta
Verde. Note : b c Williams, p. 320 a b c Williams, p. 299, Shteir, Rachel, Striptease: The Unspeakable Story Girl, Oxford University Press, 2004, p. 332, ISBN 0-19-512750-1. Langford, Barry, film genre: Hollywood and Beyond, Edinburgh University Press, 2005, page 269, ISBN 0-7486-1903-8. a b c d e Helene Goupil, Josh Krist, San Francisco: Unknown City, Arsenal Pulp Press,
2005, page 238-241, ISBN 1-55152-188-1. Williams, page 300, Williams, p. 173, Creed, Barbara, Media Matrix: Sex New Reality, Allen and Unwin, 2003, page 63, ISBN 1-86508-926-5. King Jim Mitchell is out of jail today. San Francisco Chronicle, October 3, 1997 - b Robert Kelly, Ko-Lin Chin, Rufus Schatzberg, United States Organized Crime Handbook, Greenwood Publishing
Group, 1994, p. 301-302, ISBN 0-313-28366-4. a b c d Falk, Pasi, Body Consumption, SAGE, 1994, page 201, ISBN 0-8039-8974-1. a b David Smith Allyn, Covenant Love, Not War: Sexual Revolution, Unobstructed History, Taylor and Francis, 2001, page 235, ISBN 0-415-92942-3. a b Williams, Linda, Hard Core: Power, Pleasure and Madness of the Visible, UCLA Press, 1999,
page 156-158, ISBN 0-520-21943-0. Michelson, page 235 - Michelson, p. 239 - Hall of Fame, X-Rated Critics Organization Bibliografia Michelson, Peter, Talking Unspeakable: Poetics of Obscenity, SUNY Press, 1993, ISBN 0-7914-1223-7. Williams, Linda, Research, Duke University Press, 2004, ISBN 0-8223-3312-0. Collegamenti esterni (en) Ditro la Porta Verde, su Internet
Movie Database, IMDb.com. I'm not Ditro la Porta Verde, Sous AllMovie, All Media Network. I'm not Ditro la Porta verde, the sous adult film database. I'm not Ditro la Porta Verde, sous Internet adult film database. Behind the green door recensione e qualche foto (Inglese) Portale Cinema Portale Pornografia Estratto da
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